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Display & Digital Signage Solutions

Accessory
Included Power Cable, RJ-45 Cable Connection CMS, Whells

Others -

Type  
of packaging

Net Weight (Kg) -

Gross Weight (Kg) -

Net Item Size (L x W x H mm) 896x380x1600

Packing Size  (L x W x H mm) 1045x540x1850

Stretched Display
Stretch your business possibilities with WTD stretched display. These stretched displays are also known as bar displays or ultra-wide displays. This innovative signage which looks fanta-
stic is quite suitable for your wide images and videos.
Large ultra-wide displays are ideal for displaying panoramic content and catching the audience’s attention in advertising and digital signage applications, while smaller sizes are 
commonly used in appliances, kiosks, mobile devices, flight simulators, and gaming machines.
They are used in numerous areas which include retail, automotive dealerships, public transportation, advertising, corporate, restaurants, and many other applications around the 
world.

All You Need To Know About Stretched Bar LCD Display
Stretched bar LCD displays, also known as bar-type displays or ultra-wide displays, are specialized LCD panels with a unique aspect ratio. Unlike traditional rectangular screens, 
stretched bar displays feature an elongated shape with a much wider width compared to their height. These displays are commonly used in various digital signage applications whe-
re space is limited but the need to convey information is high. With their distinctive form factor, stretched bar LCD displays offer several advantages. they maximize the utilization of 
limited spaces, making them ideal for transportation systems, retail stores, public venues, and other environments where traditional displays may not fit. Their elongated shape allows 
for efficient content delivery, enabling businesses to showcase compelling visuals, advertisements, and other information in a visually appealing manner.

What Are Stretched Bar LCD Displays Used For?
Stretched bar LCD displays have proven to be highly versatile and effective in a variety of applications. Their elongated shape allows for efficient use of limited spaces while their 
high-resolution capabilities captivate audiences and provide valuable content. As technology continues to advance, we can expect even more innovative uses for stretched bar 
LCD displays, further revolutionizing the way information is presented and experiences are created in various industries.

Retail
Stretched bar LCD displays find extensive applications in the retail industry. Their elongated shape allows for unique and eye-catching product showcases, making them perfect for 
displaying promotional content, advertisements, or dynamic product information.

Super Mall
In large-scale shopping malls, stretched bar LCD displays prove to be valuable tools for wayfinding and directory systems. Placed strategically at entrances, escalators, or high-traffic 
areas, these displays provide clear and concise information about store locations, floor maps, and promotions, guiding shoppers while enhancing the overall mall experience.

Transportation Station
Stretched bar LCD displays find significant use in transportation stations, such as airports, train, and bus terminals. Their elongated form factor makes them ideal for displaying real-ti-
me departure and arrival schedules, gate information, and other relevant passenger updates.

Museum
Museums often employ stretched bar LCD displays to enhance visitor engagement and provide immersive experiences. These displays can be utilized to exhibit digital artwork, 
showcase historical timelines, or present interactive educational content. By leveraging the elongated format, museums can create panoramic displays that take visitors on a virtual 
journey, telling captivating stories and bringing exhibits to life.

Brand Store
Whether it’s a flagship store or a boutique, these displays can be integrated into the store design as digital signage or video walls. By showcasing high-quality product visuals, brand 
campaigns, or lifestyle content, these displays create a visually compelling environment that aligns with the brand image.

Cosmetics store
In cosmetics stores, stretched bar LCD displays are utilized to showcase makeup products, skincare routines, and beauty tutorials. These displays can be integrated into the store’s 
design to create visually stunning digital signage or video walls. They can also highlight new product launches, promotions, and customer reviews, helping customers make informed 
purchasing decisions.
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